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Abstract—In order to study and analyze the security of
quantum communications, we propose in this work a new
quantum attack strategy alias ”Malware Photon Injection
Attack”(MPIA). In this attack we based on the philosophy of
the classical attack ”SQL Injection” and the physical properties
of quantum entanglement. The effectiveness of ”MPIA” is
proved by the analyze of mutual information quantity variation
between emitter-receiver and emitter-Eavesdropper.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the communication security is based on differ-
ent principles of quantum mechanics, such as the superpo-
sition, no cloning theorem and quantum measurement [1].
Despite that, appeared different types of quantum strategies
attack, which threatening the security of quantum communi-
cation. The quantum attacks can be classified into two types:
the individual attacks [2], [3] and the collective attacks [2].
Actually the attacks strategies on quantum key distribution
protocols much evolved, of most important of which we
find, the Intercept and Resend attack, ZLG Attack, ”Photon
Number Splitting Attack ”(PNS), ”Trojan Horse Attack” [7],
Faked States Attack [8], ”Time-Shift Attack” [9], ”Beam
Splitter Attack”, and much others [2]. In the same context, to
study the security of quantum communication we propose a
new quantum attack ”MPIA” which based on the philosophy
of the classical attack ”SQL Injection” and the advantages
offered by the quantum Entanglement.
The paper is organized as follows: in Sect.2, Quantum
Entanglement. In Sect.3 Attack strategies.In Sect.4 Security
analysis, finally, a conclusion is drawn in the last section.

2. Attack strategies

2.1. Classical attack strategies

During the evolution of the cryptanalysis, there have
been many types of attacks: The passive attack, the active
attacks and the distributed attack. Also, a simple computer
virus may hold the record for the most commonplace, re-
cently the ”SQL Injection” attack [12] considered one of the

most prominent attack.
SQL is the vulnerability that results when attacking the
Structured Query Language (SQL) [12]. The attacker can
leverage the syntax and capabilities of SQL itself, also as the
flexibility and power of underpin the database and operating
system functionality available to the database, by being able
to influence what is passed in the database. SQL injection is
not a vulnerability that exclusively affects web applications,
any code that accepts input from an unreliable source and
then uses that input to form dynamic SQL statements could
be vulnerable [12]. In the situation when the attack can’t see

Figure 1. SQL Injection Attack Scheme.

the results in real time, when the Structured Query Language
is vulnerable by the SQL injection, in this case the spy
uses what called the Blind SQL injection [12]. The page
with the vulnerability may not be one that displays data
but will display differently depending on the results of a
logical statement injected into the legitimate SQL statement
called for the page. This type of attack can become time-
intensive, because a new statement must be crafted for each
bit recovered [12]. There are several tools that can automate
this attack once the location of the vulnerability and the
target information has been established.

2.2. Attacks Strategies On QKD protocols

The advent of the quantum communication [13], [14],
[15], [24], and the evolution of the quantum key distribution
protocols, especially after the entry of QKD recently the
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Figure 2. SQL Blind Injection Attack Algorithm

implementation phase in the modern cryptography, led to the
emergence of different kind of quantum attacks strategies,
under many names and classifications. The Intercept and
Resend attack considered as one of the most prominent
family of quantum attack strategies.
The Intercept and Resend attack
The intercept and resend attack considered as the intuitive
type of an individual attacks strategies, in this scenario
the spy tries to obtain each photon sending by Alice and
measuring it in some predefined basis [2], [17]. Depending
on her measurement the spy prepares a new photon and
forwards it to Bob. Therefore, in the BB84 protocol, each
signal is carried by a single qubit sent by Alice and received
by Bob. The qubit encodes a key bit in one of the next
orthonormal basis:

• When Alice uses the V0/V1 basis, her signal states
will be in the following form:

|V0⟩ =
1√
2
(|0⟩+ |1⟩) (1)

|V1⟩ =
1√
2
(|0⟩ − |1⟩) (2)

• when she uses the V
′

0/V
′

1 basis, the signal states will
have the form:

|V
′

0 ⟩ =
1√
2
(|0⟩+ i|1⟩) (3)

|V
′

1 ⟩ =
1√
2
(|0⟩ − i|1⟩) (4)

We can resume the scenario of the intercept and resend at-
tack by the following algorithm. The family of the intercept

Figure 3. Intercept and Resend attack scheme.

and resend strategy contain different versions of attacks,
among the most famous attacks of this family we found
The faked states attack and Time-Shift Attack.
Faked States Attack
The Faked States Attack is one of the famous strategy attack
of the Intercept and resend family, in this scenario the spy
does not try to return the intercepted state, alternatively the
spy prepares a signal and sends it to the receiver, which
he can only uncover in a way fully controlled by the spy.
In detail, the spy intercepts the signals coming from the
sender using a device similar to receiver’s device [2], [8],
[13]. Moreover, she forwards a state to the receiver which
can only be uncovered by him if he chooses the same basis
as the spy. He can realize this by taking advantage of the full
detector efficiency mismatch. This is a phenomenon where
the signal coming into the detector has a time shift such that
it is outside, the detectors sensitivity curve. Therefore, only
one detector can fire and the other one is blinded out [8].
Thereby the spy can control the bit value the receiver will
obtain from his measurement.
The other aim of the Faked States Attack, is to cancel the
case where the receiver carry out her measurement in a basis
incompatible to spy’s basis, thus detecting an error. The spy
can realize that by annexing a relative phase to the signal
such that the whole signal is deflected to the blinded detector
and is lost.
Time-Shift Attack
The time-shift attack strategy considered as an alternative
version of the faked state attack as well benefits the detector
efficiency mismatch, but unlike to the faked states attack, it
is functional with the new technology, the Big variation is
that the spy does not measure the state in transit between
the sender and the receiver but at random shifts the time
of the signal such that it arrives outside of the receiver
detector sensitivity curve [2], because of her choice of the
time retard, the spy is able to deduce the exact result of
the receiver’s measurement, which make the spy able to
blind totally the detector by her time shift, he is able to
gain whole information about receiver’s measurement result.
Further, the spy will gain only partial information about the
secret key [9], [18]. In both cases, the spy never introduces
any error, since she does not measure or by other words
interact with the sender’s state in transit.
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The time-shift attack strategy Differs from the faked states
attack, is that the spy has to deal with the increased loss at
receiver’s side in another way. Regarding the faked states
attack the spy uses a brighter laser pulse to overcome the
losses, with respect to the time-shift attack the spy has
to replace the quantum channel by a low-loss version to
compensate receiver’s additional losses [18].

3. Description of the ”MPIA” strategy

The main idea of the ”MPIA” is based on the philosophy
of the classical attack SQL injection, when the hacker injects
the structured query language code by a malware code
to obtain the information from the database, in our case
in quantum environment, the attacker injects the quantum
channel by a ”Malware photon” using entanglement engine
which makes the ”malware photon” interact remotely with
Alice’s photon, in other words make the ” malware photon”
entangled with the photon sent by Alice. One of the most

Figure 4. ”Malware Photon Injection Attack” scenario

useful quantum phenomena in quantum communication in
general and particularly in the quantum key distribution is
the entanglement, that occurs when pairs or groups of parti-
cles are generated or interact in ways such that the quantum
state of each particle cannot be described independently
instead, a quantum state may be given for the system as
a whole.Therefore if the spy succeeds to entangle between
the ”malware photon” and Alices photon, any information
about the photon sent by Alice will be in his hands by a
simply measure on the ”malware photon”.
We can resume the scenario of the ”MPIA” by the following
algorithm.

1) Alice sent a photon by the quantum channel.
2) Eve prepares a ”malware photon” and injects it in

the entanglement engine.
3) The entanglement engine injects the quantum chan-

nel by the ”malware photon”.

4) The entanglement engine interact remotely Alice’s
photon and the ” malware photon”.

5) Eve pulls the ”malware photon” after became en-
tangled with Alice’s photon.

6) Eve Measures the ” malware photon ” to obtain
the information about Alice’s photon by exploiting
advantages of quantum entanglement

4. Security analysis

The security level is on of the most important criteria to
prove the effectiveness of any protocol. Suppose that a spy
tries to intercept the information in the quantum channel
(the secret key). The quantum physics proposes a set of
principles and theorems as the Heisenberg uncertainty, the
no-cloning theorem and the superposition, which protect
at least theoretically the quantum communication against
eavesdropping. Despite that, featured a set of quantum
attacks that threatening the security of QKD protocols.
In general we can analyse the effect of eavesdropping in
different ways, in our case we based on one the variation
of mutual information gain between emitter-receiver and
emitter-Eavesdropper for testing the the effectiveness of the
proposed attack.

Mutual information

The mutual information is a good measure for testing
the level of security guaranteed by any protocol [16]
by comparing the variation of information gain between
emitter-receiver and emitter-Eavesdropper. Let us consider
that IAB represent the mutual information between Alice
and Bob, IAE represent the mutual information between
Alice and Eve, x is the polarization state sent by Alice,
y the state receives Bob and z the state spied Eve. The
possible values of x, y and z are: x, y, z = {0, 1}.

• The mutual information between Alice and Eve.

We consider that IAE represent the amount of information
which gain Eve from Alice, and α the probability that Eve
chooses to measure.
In our case the ”malware photon” and Alice’s photon are
generated in ways such that the quantum state of each pho-
ton cannot be described independently instead, that makes
Eve able to disclose Alice’s basis by perform a measurement
on the entangled ”malware photon”, which means that Eve
can wait until Alice reveal the used basis, and measure it in
correct basis to gain all information.
We consider the four possible probabilities of measure.

p(0|0):The probability that Eve measures a 0 knowing that
Alice sent a 0

p(1|0):The probability that Eve measures a 0 knowing that
Alice sent a 0

p(1|1):The probability that Eve measures a 1 knowing that
Alice sent a 1

p(0|1):The probability that Eve measures a 0 knowing that
Alice sent a 1
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For the all four possible probabilities of measure there
are two cases: Eve measures the ”malware photon”or Eve
ignores the ”malware photon”.
Eve measures the ”malware photon”.

p(0|0) = p(1|1) = α (5)

Eve ignores the ”malware photon”.

p(0|0) = p(1|1) = (1− α)
1

2
(6)

where:
1 − α is the probability that Eve chooses to ignore the
”malware photon” and 1

2 is the probability that Eve chooses
to put a 0 in the bit string knowing that Alice sent a 1, or
Eve chooses to put a 1 knowing that Alice sent a 0.
therefore:

p(0|0) = p(1|1) = 1

2
+

α

2
(7)

The same for p(1|0) and p(0|0) we have:
If Eve measures the ”malware photon”.

p(1|0) = p(0|1) = 0 (8)

If Eve ignores the ”malware photon”

p(1|0) = p(0|1) = (1− α)
1

2
(9)

where:
1 − α is the probability that Eve chooses to ignore the
”malware photon” and 1

2 is the probability that Eve chooses
to put a 0 in the bit string knowing that Alice sent a 1, or
Eve chooses to put a 1 knowing that Alice sent a 0.
therefore:

p(0|1) = p(1|0) = 1

2
− α

2
(10)

We can resume the upper results as:

p(0|0) = p(1|1) = 1
2 + α

2
p(1|0) = p(1|0) = 1

2 − α
2

(11)

We calculate the mutual information IAE by the following
way :

IAE =
∑
xz

P (x, z) log2
P (x, z)

P (x)P (z)

=
1 + α

2
log2(1 + α) +

1− α

2
log2(1− α)(12)

• The mutual information between Alice and Bob

IAB represent the amount of information between Alice and
Bob, we consider a α the probability that Bob chooses to
measure.
The same for Bob’s probabilities:

p(0|0) = p(1|1) = 1
2 + α

4
p(1|0) = p(0|1) = 1

2 + α
4

(13)

We can calculate the mutual information IAB by the fol-
lowing way:

IAB =
∑
xy

P (x, y) log2
P (x, y)

P (x)P (y)

= log2

(
2− α

2

)
− α

4
log2(

1

α
− 1) (14)

Based on the information theory, we consider any communi-
cation protocol is secured when the legitimate receiver earns
more information than the eavesdropper. In figure.5, we
compare the Bob’s information gain IAB with the rmation
gain by Eve IAE , and the difference IAE − IAB . In the

Figure 5. The mutual information quantity variation of IAE , IAB and
IAE − IAB as function of α the probability that Eve measures the photon

Figure.5 we introduced the evolution curves of the the
mutual information between Alice and Bob IAB , the mutual
information between Alice and Eve IAE and difference
between the two mutual information IAE − IAB . From the
Figure.5, it’s clear that the curve of the mutual information
namely IAE maintains height values when α ∈ [0, 0.8], con-
trary the mutual information namely IAB was low compared
with the values of IAE , that clearly appears in the values of
IAE−IAB which realize very height level when α ∈ [0, 0.8],
therefore the amount of information gain by Eve much larger
than the information gain by Bob which broken the security
bases, and prove the effectiveness of the attack.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a new quantum attack on
QKD protocols based on classical attack SQL injection,
which is built on the injection of a malware code in the
structured query language request to spy on the database.
In quantum communication the database is represented by
the quantum channel and the malware code represented
by a ”malware photon”, also in the quantum environment
the attacker use the advantages of quantum entanglement.
In this attack Eve injects the quantum channel by a
”malware photon” using the entanglement engine, which
make the ”malware photon” entangled with Alice’s one.
Therefore, Eve be able to disclose Alice’s basis by perform
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a measurement on the entangled ”malware photon”, and
hence threat the safety of quantum communication and
reduce the effectiveness of QKD protocols. Where the
analyse of the variation the mutual information between
emitter-receiver and emitter-Eavesdropper, we proved that
Eve gain much information than Bob, which breaks the
principles of communication security.
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